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Polish (jÄ™zyk polski [jÉ›ÌƒzÉ¨k ËˆpÉ”lskÊ²i] (), polszczyzna, or simply polski) is a West Slavic language
spoken primarily in Poland and is the native language of the Poles.It belongs to the Lechitic subgroup of the
West Slavic languages written in Latin script. Polish is the official language of Poland, but it is also used by
Polish minorities in other countries.
Polish language - Wikipedia
The cat (Felis catus, syn. Felis silvestris catus, literally "woodland cat"), often referred to as the domestic cat
to distinguish it from other felids and felines, is a small furry, carnivorous mammal.It is called house cat when
kept as indoor pet or feral/feral domestic cat when wild. It is often valued by humans for companionship and
for its ability to hunt vermin.
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